2017

The E-Textile Summercamp‘s Swatchbook Exchange is a platform for sharing
physical work samples in the field of electronic textiles.
Individuals and collaborative efforts participate in the exchange by submitting a
unique swatch design of their own, and in turn receive a compiled collection of
everybody else’s swatches. Participants in the Swatch Exchange have diverse

links to the E-Textile community, including academic researchers, textile designers,
industrial designers, artists, electrical engineers and enthusiastic makers. There
are no guidelines defining what these samples could or should be, only that they
relate to the field of E-Textiles.
The following compilation is the fifth edition of the Swatch Exchange which took
place as part of the 2017 E-Textile Summercamp in Paillard, France.

www.etextile-summercamp.org/swatch-exchange

Vibrating speaker
Claire Williams
This vibrating coil resonates on a surface playing with
different rhythms and percussions. Using the principal of the
electromagnetic coil observed in speakers and solenoids,
sound frequencies between 30-90 Hz will allow to control and
activate this hand crafted artefact. These experimentations
are part of a larger research shown throughout a electromechanical installation. amplifying and materializing sound and
electromagnetic principals in a poetical way. It is an ongoing
research conducted on crafting experimental textile coils,
inspired among others, by the textile speakers experiments of
Hannah Perner-Wilson.

2016

Materials: Enameled Copper (diameter 0.3), Neodymium
Magnet, Class T amplifier, Sound between 30-90Hz
Techniques: Winding
References:
- Textile speakers
- Igne Oyasi coil
- 1 Bit Textile
- Knitted Coil

Conductive Snap Fabric
Lara Grant
3D printed snap connector on top of conductive thread traces
sewn onto a woven and knit fabric. The socket of the snap is
printed from a compostable flexible filament, the post is printed
using a conductive filament. When snapped together, the
conductive post makes contact with the thread running through
the middle of the socket creating an electrical and mechanical
connection.

2016

Materials:
- Proto-pasta Conductive PLA
- Willowflex Printer Filament
- Sheildex 235/34 4-ply size 92 thread
- Cotton jersey
- Cotton woven
Techniques:
- Sewing
- 3D printing
- 3D modeling
References:
- 3D printing onto Thermochromics by Lindsay Calder
- 3D printed Origami Textiles by Meg Grant
- Shirt Circuit DIY Wearable Breadboard Circuits by Clement
Zheng
- Knitted Breadboard by Irene Posch & Ebru Kurbak
- 3D printed Connector Using 3DMagic Filament by Rachel
Freire
- How to Print onto Fabric

Alive
Giulia Tomasello
Growing bacteria to dye textiles.
Bacterial dyes as an alternative, or an answer to many
questions around the textile and clothing dyeing processes,
providing a non-chemical solution and an organic natural
cold dye bath. Focusing on one side to the creative living
experimentation and on the other side exploring scalability,
impact, and outcomes. Including mindful design approaches
for sustainable e-textiles and bio-textiles, diving into how
biotechnology will change the industry and at the same time
benefit the planet. Work in progress – developing, researching
and testing bacteria, nutrients, reactors, in order to change the
color of the dyed textile within different temperatures or UV
light. Experimenting with three elements: Bacteria – Textile –
Time.

2017

Materials: White Silk + Bacteria + Agar-Agar + Water
Techniques: Natural Dyeing – Microbiology –> BioTextiles
References:
Chromic Colour Wheel, Sara Robertson
Faber Futures, Natsai Audrey
Bio Textiles, Waag Society

Pin Probe
Irene Posch

2014-17

The Pin Probe is a test lead to connect between a multimeter
and conductive fabric or thread. The probe consists of a pin to
make temporary but firm contact with textile materials without
harming them. A soft and flexible textile cable then connects the
probe to a banana plug to connect to a multimeter.
The Pin Probe is designed to aid processes of textile electronic
making, allowing to pin the probe to the textile material and
have both hands free for the crafting routine. Directly while
stitching the connection, the multimeter provides continuous
information about its current electrical value. The immediate
feedback allows instant action, facilitating an aesthetic-driven
workflow to reach precise electronic results.

Materials: pin, very flexible cable or thick conductive thread,
banana plug, shrink tube, 3d printed handle, parachute cord.
(Tools: glue gun, screwdriver, scissors, needle, lighter, soldering
iron + tin, 3D printer)
Techniques: Flexible to hard material connection, isolating
conductive thread, soldering, 3d design and printing
References:
ToolsWeWant, 2014. Hannah Perner-Wilson, Irene Posch, Mika
Satomi, Ebru Kurbak. www.toolswewant.at
Tools for Practitioners, 2015. Irene Posch and Hannah PernerWilson. http://etextile-summercamp.org/2015/category/focusgroups/tools-for-practitioners/
e-Textile Tester, 2015. Irene Posch, e-textile Swatchbook 2015
Supported by the Austrian Science Fund (FWF): AR 284-G2.
www.stitchingworlds.net

Sticks and Seeds to `Tilt´
Pauline Vierne
In forests, cemeteries, on beaches, I collect wood, feathers,
shells or little stones. Back home I keep them somewhere to
remember the moments. There comes a desire to weave these
memories into the everyday practice of electronic textiles. I
think about adding a conductive layer to the materials for them
to be part of a simple circuit.
The parts of this tilt sensor are made of wooden sticks and
seeds plated with “gold leaves”. The gold flakes are made
of aluminum and coloured in copper. The magic lies in their
conductivity, and they also allow for the use of a soldering iron.
An SMD LED completes a test circuit, and illuminates; the
“switch” being the interaction of the plated objects in one of the
tilt position.
For something to activate the moving element, the beads would
make contact, and trigger the `Tilt´.

2017

Materials: Wooden sticks, seeds and beads plated with gold
flakes, Karl Grimm copper thread, SMD LED, Cotton yarn
for the warp and various materials for the warp, including
conductive lines for contacts.
Techniques: Gold flakes are glued and vanished with a
dedicated water-based glue - LEDs are soldered - Weaving on
a laser cut loom to integrate all the elements.
References: Experimental works I took part in within the
Harvesting Focus group of Etextile Summercamp 2016; DIY
attitude of the Kit-of-no-parts project by Hannah Perner-Wilson;
Gold on porcelaine by Svenja Keune at Kahla Manufacture;
From previous swatches: Beaded-tilt-sensor in 2013, and
Alpenperser-2000 in 2015, Hannah Perner-Wilson; Conductivekombucha, 2016, Giulia Tomasello; Sensory-swatch, 2015,
Emilie Giles

Centroid
Becky Stewart
In order to turn a grid of capacitive sensors into a "touch
screen", the signals need to be translated from one number
for each individual sensor to a single X,Y pair of numbers
representing the location of the touch. This swatch and
accompanying Arduino library calculates the centroid, the
mathematical center of the touched area on the sensor grid.
The calculations are entirely done on the Arduino using the
library at https://github.com/theleadingzero/centroid. The library
includes examples sketches for visualising the touch location
with Processing.
The swatch needs to be connected to an MPR121 capacitive
sensing chip. This chip was chosen as it has 12 channels
of capacitive sensing and is commonly used in maker
communities. There are multiple breakout boards for the
chip along with Arduino shields and Arduino clones like the
Bare Conductive Touch Board. It communicates via I2C and
there are reliable libraries that make interacting with the chip
relatively simple.

2017

Materials: Karl Grimm conductive thread, header pins, heatshrink tubing, mixed, non-conductive yarn
Techniques: Weaving, soldering
References:
Previous Swatches: Matrix by Maurin Donneaud and Laurent
Malterre (2013), Weaved Matrix by Maurin Donneaud (2015),
Pressure and Presence by Admar Schoonen and Troy
Nachtigall (2016), Tube Yarn Story Circuit by Emilie Giles
(2017).
Dietz, P., & Leigh, D. (2001). DiamondTouch: a multi-user touch
technology. Proceedings of the 14th Annual ACM Symposium
on User Interface Software and Technology – UIST ’01, 3(2),
219.
McPherson, A. (2012). TouchKeys: Capacitive Multi-Touch
Sensing on a Physical Keyboard. Proceedings of the
International Conference on New Interfaces for Musical
Expression, 1–4.
Poupyrev, I., Gong, N.-W., Fukuhara, S., Karagozler, M. E.,
Schwesig, C., & Robinson, K. E. (2016). Project Jacquard.
Proceedings of the 2016 CHI Conference on Human Factors in
Computing Systems – CHI ’16, 4216–4227.

Find your sensor!
Barbro Scholz
The swatch is the result of the idea using a printed detail to
give tactile orientation on an e-textile surface to find a sensor
underneath.
One part of the swatch is a simple button as an example of a
surface-activated sensor. On top of the button is the top fabric.
The tactile orientation is a printed shape, guiding the finger to
the area where the activation part of the button is placed.
The study includes considerations of shapes for other sensors
(figure 1 – 3), placement and substrate materials and is a
continuation of the ‘e-textile user interfaces’ project.

2017

Materials: Fabric, Spacer Fabric, Conductive Fabric, Kappamid
CSFV
Techniques: Sewing, Heat Pressing, Screen Printing
References:
2014 Haptic Crochet Emilie Giles
2014 Sensory Swatch Emilie Giles
2016 Diffused Light by Aniela Hoitink
2016 Second Skin Rachel Freire

Amorphous Allotropes
EJTECH /Esteban de la Torre and Judit Eszter Kárpáti/
’When carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen atoms bond in a certain
way to form sugar, the resulting compound has a sweet taste.
The sweetness resides neither in the C, nor in the O, nor in the
H; it resides in the pattern that emerges from their interaction.
It is an emergent property. Moreover, strictly speaking, is not a
property of the chemical bonds. It is a sensory experience that
arises when sugar molecules interact with the chemistry of our
taste buds, which in turn causes a set of neurons to fire in a
certain way. The experience of sweetness emerges from that
neural activity.’
Fritjof Capra (The Hidden Connection)

2016

Materials: Water based conductive paint/ink (Bare Conductive),
water, borax or alum, textile for structure or pipe cleaner, fishing
line, wooden stick, conductive thread
References:
While this project is mainly inspired by the raw beauty of nature,
Amorphous Allotropes combines universal principles of physics
with digital technology, proposing new forms of expression
using crystal sensors as new musical instruments focused on
sonic interactions.
The project is inspired by the Cave of the Crystals in Naica,
Mexico and the Merkers Crystal Cave in Germany
also the work of Lukas Wegwerth
NwPr by Martin De Bie
Conductive Kombucha by Giulia Tomasello
Transient Conductivity by Giulia Tomasello

Based on the premise of deliberate alignment of atoms used
to control digital synapsis, Amorphous Allotropes bases its
process on Carbon; the key component to all life known
on Earth, to propose a new musical instrument for sonic
interactions.
Through controlled artificial crystallisation on prepared
structures adapted to enable connection between the crystals
and the physical interface for signal processing, from analog to
digital; then applying this data, through a custom built software
to control and result into sound and its adherent properties.
The beauty in the art of cultivating crystals is that it is not
precise and governable, hence thresholds and boundaries are
set, then this process set in motion allowing it to create itself.

Communication to the digital world is done by translating the
analog readings from the custom rigged crystals, using a
controlled electric circuit into an Arduino board, which then
serial prints the live data into MaxMSP. A custom patch parses
the data stream and converts the fragile analog crystal readings
into note/velocity, ADSR envelope values and MIDI.

Thermocromic latex
Ricardo O’Nascimento

2017

This latex changes colour when exposed to temperatures
above 34 degrees going from a colourful mixture to a beige
natural latex look. It can be used in combination with the heat
circuit (link) to create drawings, patterns and even animations.
This material was developed to be used on the piece “coral love
stories: chapter 01. Getting acquaintance” from kasia Molga
and Electronudes. As an electrodes member I gave technical
and material support for the wearable tech part of this project.

Materials: Latex, thermochromic
Techniques: Casting
References:
Swatch book 2016
Metamerism by Celine Marcq
Metamorphic colour by Sasha de Koninck
Swatch book 2015
Chromic Colour wheel by Sara Robertson Dynamic Print by
Celine Marcq
Swatch book 2014
Changing Patterns by Aniela Hoitink (NEFFA)
I nconspicuous Matter by Celine Marcq Woven pixel by AnneMarie Lavigne

Conductive MycoTEX
Aniela Hoitink
Biodegradable conductive mycelium textile.
Initially I started using technology in textiles also as a way to
make the consumer keep their clothes for a longer period of
time. However seeing that people are buying a new mobile
phone every year just to have the latest technology, it made
me realize that this idea was not right. I wondered why we still
are making clothes that should last for 40 years, even though
we are wearing them for one or two years nowadays. Also the
integration of technology in textiles is open for debate. Do we
combine them, so they remain easy removable / changeable
or are we really going to integrate the technology? And what
are the consequences of this integration for recycling? What if
we combine technology with biodegradable materials? Can we
decompose that material so that after this process we simply
collect and recycle all the electronics?
For 2,5 years I am working on a biodegradable material called
MycoTEX. For the swatch exchange I am developing MycoTEX
with conductive threads, in order to make a testcase for
biodegradable materials with electronics.

2017

Materials: mycelium, Petri dishes, nutrients, conductive yarn,
SMD LED
laboratory – mycelium needs to grow in a sterile environment
Techniques: Growing mycelium
References:
I have taken inspiration from Giulia Tomasello’s project were
she tries to create biomaterials and proposes an alternative
application to our current electronic components.
Another reference is my swatch of last year where I am
researching the diffusion of LED lighting.

Crystal Mesh
Melissa Coleman and Rachel Freire
A mesh fabric with a sewn-in e-textile LED circuit that’s been
crystallised.
This sample is made in the style of Electric Crystallography – a
new work that will be published in 2017.

2017

Materials:
mesh fabric
conductive thread
jewellery wire
SMD LED
potassium aluminium sulphate (alum)
starter crystal (by-product of crystallisation)
nail varnish
superglue
Techniques: Crystallisation, zigzag stitchings, electronics,
e-textiles
References:
Double Layer Tulle, 2016 by Anja Hertenberger
Second Skin, 2016 by Rachel Freire
Grow- or PopSwatch, 2016 by Svenja Keune
Conductive Kombucha, 2016 by Giulia Tomasello

Dangerous Tilt
Hannah Perner-Wilson
Their enticing sharpness allows pins to pierce through
materials, including our skin. Being made of metal they are able
to conduct electricity, and can be used to close a circuit and
detect touch. As simple and commonly known tools they are
transparent and familiar, and we use them to manipulate our
world.
16 pins poked through a ring of highly resistive fabric, making
them contact points along a resistive track. The heads of
these pins are contained in a space sandwiched between
two layers of translucent conductive mesh. These layers of
mesh are connected to the only pin that does not contact
the resistive track. A metal ball is free to move around inside
this cavity, closing the contact between the head of a pin and
the conductive mesh. Depending on which pin head the ball
contacts, the resistance reading between the pin leads (+/- and
signal) will vary. From this information we can infer the position
of the ball and thus the angle/direction this dangerous sensor
is headed.

2017

Materials: Tailor's straight pins, Veilshield (very fine Polyester
mesh plated in Zinc/Nickel/Copper), Eeontex NW170-PI-20
(Polyester/Nylon non-woven doped in carbon), glass beads,
5mm thick synthetic felt, conductive thread, ball bearing(s)
Techniques: Cutting or lasercutting, poking pins through
materials, layering, sewing
References:
- Beaded Tilt Sensor, 2009 by Hannah Perner-Wilson
found/existing/natural materials:
- Harvest Weave, 2013 by Melissa Coleman
- Crochet Accelerometer, 2013 by Mika Satomi
- Water Connector, 2014 by Marta Kisand, Barbro Scholz,
Esther Stühmer
use of non-woven Eeontex for sensing:
- Matrix, 2012 by Maurin Donneaud & Laurent Malterre
- Fish Scale Sensor, 2016 by Mika Satomi

Bits & Boobs
Anna Blumenkranz
A potentiometer inspired by burlesque nipple pasties and
bra designs. The swinging conductive tassel in the middle of
the pasties acts as a wiper, resistive Velostat immitates the
bra form. Connect it to a lilypad and a speaker, and you will
hear audio-output changing with the position of the tassel.
This swatch is a part of an ongoing investigation into female
body in connection with wearables and e-textiles. Unlike
outerwear for men, designing interactive elements for female
body can be quite tricky, as it involves taboos, awkwardness
or inconvenience, for example when it comes to integrating
electronics into the front of a t-shirt. Turning to burlesque and
exposing the uncomfortable interaction, I want to explore the
relationship between the „clean“ and „cold“ technology and the
„warm“ body as a cultural construct.

2017

Materials: Karl Grimm conductive thread, Velostat, nonconductive bead, neoprene, sequin border, sewing thread,
mixed fabrics
Techniques: Hand-sewing, tassel making, sequin gluing
References:
Electronics and materials:
Fabric potentiometers and tilt potentiometer by Hannah PernerWilson
Soft Synth by Lara Grant
DJ-ToGo by me
Techniques:
Swinging element: Beaded tilt sensor 2013 swatches by
Hannah Perner-Wilson
Topic:
Guilia Tomasello’s Future Flora project
Sally Hewett’s anatomic embroidery

Tube Yarn Story Circuit
Emilie Giles
This swatch is based on participatory design workshops which I
have been running with members of the BucksVision, a charity
which provides services and events for blind and visually
impaired people in Buckinghamshire, UK. The workshops form
part of my PhD research around working with visually impaired
people using e-textiles in a tactile way, and exploring how
memories and stories can be reflected through soft, interactive
fabric art pieces.
The wires are made from conductive thread insulated within
tube yarn. This allows for the maker to create a circuit without
having to worry about short-circuiting it, making it a more tactile
approach, which does not rely on sight.
The swatch is adapted from a small e-textile fabric shield,
created for my workshops, which also uses the tube yarn
wires and holds a sound board. The Summer Camp version
of the swatch contains a soft circuit button, much like the
ones created by participants in the workshops. Their buttons
contain a top fabric which has been chosen to reflect a story
of memory, through its tactile quality. An LED output has been
used for the Summer Camp swatch for simplicity, but the
workshop ones contain small sound boards similar to the ones
found in greetings card.

2017

Materials: The Wool and Gang tube yarn (Mixtape Yarn),
press-studs, cotton fabric square, Kitronik conductive thread,
LED, Shieldex conductive fabric, foam and mixed fabrics.
Techniques: Sewing, popping and threading
References:
Fabric Connector, 2016 – by Barbro Scholz
Grow/ PopSwatch, 2016 – by Svenja Keune
Educational Toolkit group swatches and rapid prototyping for
wearables
Sensory Swatch, 2015 – by Emilie Giles
An Internet of Soft Things, Dr. Sarah Kettley et al.
LAUGH Project: Design for Dementia, Prof. Cathy Treadaway
et al.
The introduction of the press-stud machine to Summercamp in
2015!

VERSATILE
Audrey Briot

2015-17

Versatile comes to me as an interior of a transition space,
maybe a concept-car inspired by beds “à la polonaise”. In this
space you take the time to wake you up, the time to reach
the surface… this surface is scattered by light, a light that
crosses corals. Versatile is a module which evaluate with the
surrounding. Imagine you in a cocooning space with this starry
sky of these intelligent eyes above: at night, optic fibers plunge
you into a luminous wave world . When the sun rises, optic
fibers move and let you get the natural light through holes. This
light will feed during the all day the white wavy pattern which is
in fact phosphorescent: when the sun will decline, this pattern
will be your night light. Then, when you would like to be in the
dark, with a caress you will fold these benevolent eyelids.

Materials: Cotton thread, photoluminescent thread, Flexinol
200 µm, optic fibers 0,3mm
Techniques: Weaving, soldering (to hack the loom), sculpt the
flexinol/nitinol, sandblasting (optic fibers)
References:
Alice Heit & Maurin Donneaud
Light patterns, Swatch Book Exchange 2016
Lulu, Swatch Book Exchange 2016
Twich Knit, Swatch Book Exchange 2014
Movement in a piece of knit, Swatch Book Exchange 2015
Weaving and movement, 2015
Emotional Dialogue, 2012
Electronic Origami Flapping Crane
Woven Textile Design, JAN Shenton
Weaving that shapes themselves, Ann Richards

Interdigitation for the eTextile matrix sensor
Maurin Donneaud, Cedric Honnet, Audrey Briot
As part of a research on pressure sensitive textile matrices,
we developed a new technique to improve the accuracy of the
sensor. Composed of conductive strips arranged as grids, the
sensor resolution is limited to 256 physicals sensors (16 by 16
matrix). To have a sensor of a convenient size (e.g. the width
of the shoulders), the limited amount of stripes makes them a
bit thicker than a finger width. This limitation makes the interstrips gaps perceivable when sliding on the sensor. A physical
interpolation between each of the conductive lines in the sensor
matrix should fix this problem.
We thus experimented different patterns of conductive strips
such as zigzag or sine wave shapes , and this work illustrates
the current state of our exploration.

2017

Materials:
Polyester copper fabric (ZK-230-008mm PF) from
china-emi-shielding.com
Hydrogen peroxide - 6g
Vinegar 14% - 17g
Salt - 0,7g
Lemon - 1g
Techniques: etching conductive textile, digital fabrication

Sensing dripping
Martin De Bie
I always look after a way to make pcb with textile through a
complete and perennial process. During long time, laser cutting
and using fusible was the best way for me to make this circuit
like textilo that i made two years ago for the swatchBook or for
the workshop “Sensing EMFs through textiles” last year. But
after few manipulation, the connection can break (1, 2) and
it’s very fragile. So i decide to try other technics to consolidate
the circuit. For the swatch book this year, i continue to explore
the vinegar etching technic to make my circuit but this time
instead of trying to make a precise circuit some parts are made
by hand, making a unique version of each pcb. i was inspired
by the workshop “Batik and Copper fabric etching” during the
summer camp 2013. To express the idea, i’ve made a simple
attiny capacitive circuit which trigger a led. After etching the
circuit and solder the component, i apply a layer of silicone to
secure the connections.

Materials:
Copper fabric (Shieldex Kassel-RS)
2017

Silicone rubber compound
Etching mix (white vinegar, hydrogen peroxide and salt)
Electronic component (Attiny85, SMD led, 10M ohm resitor,
attiny holder)
Techniques: Vinegar etching, soldering, silicone casting
References:
Batik and etching workshop, Mili Tharakan and Hannah PernerWilson
Technique Salt and vinegar etching, Kobakant
Fabric PCBs, electronic sequins, and socket buttons:
techniques for e-textile craft, Leah Buechley and Michael
Eisenberg

At the Fringes
Liza Stark

2017

Fringes hang beneath. They create the boundary between
finished object and the outer world. They give movement to
otherwise static textiles, unmasking the potential for action. This
swatch employs a pulling mechanic to turn fringe into a switch.
Ribbons, fabric scraps, and other textile leftovers are placed
between two conductive patches drawn together by magnets.
When pulled out, the patches make contact and trigger an LED.
Each switch is part of a series of voltage dividers acting as a
resistor ladder that allows multiple switches to exist on one
ATtiny analog pin.
Fringes is also a term used to describe people living on the
outer edges of society, people who don’t fit into confined
social and societal categories. Some of us choose to live at
the fringes in countercultural movements or the like, while
some of us have no choice given our gender, ethnicity, or
socio-economic background within a given cultural context.
Exchanging stories of fringe experiences creates opportunities
for empowering dialogue and shared understanding. This
swatch is a first prototype of a story collecting and telling
project inspired by a series of workshops at the intersection of
eTextiles and activism. Pulling a piece of fringe will activate a
fabric speaker patch within a larger quilt to reveal a personal
experience of living in a fringe space.

Materials: 1210/3528 SMD LEDs; ATtiny 85; 8 pin socket;
1K, 3K, 5.1K, & 10K Ohm resistors; Neodymium magnets;
Heat'N'Bond Fusible Interfacing; Fabric Glue; Solder; Copper
taffeta fabric; Calico; Ribbon and fabric scraps; 3V battery
Techniques: Fabric bonding, Vinyl Cutting
References:
Sound Scales by Meg Grant, 2013/14
Voltage Divider by Pauline Vierne, Paul Seidler and Jussi
Mikkonen, 2016
Quilting and crafting circles as spaces for community building
and collective storytelling.

Hide & Seek
Celine Marcq

2017

HIDE AND SEEK is the continuation of a project started two
year ago which explores the potential of reactive inks to create
dynamic prints for responsive and communicating surfaces.
This sample is a interactive tool attempting to gather important
material finding I had during my research. The result is a
collection of dynamic prints made with different techniques
(Screen printing, paper marbling) which, alone or on top
of each other, let you play with natural (or artificial) light to
create different optical effects. Indeed, the use of reactive inks
(thermochromics and UV reactive) gives a life to surfaces which
can change appearance with sunlight, temperature or just by
moving it and reorganizing the different layers.

Materials:
- Thermo adhesive Non woven (vlieseline from you local fabric
store)
- Black construction paper (paper from your local paper store)
- Smart film from mindsetonline
- Transparent PVC film (from your local paper store)
- Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black Thermochromic inks from
SFXC
- Cyan, Magenta and Yellow UV reactive inks from SFXC
- Transparent nail Polish (from your local beauty store)
Techniques: “Unicorn marbling” paper, Screen Printing
References:
Transitional liquid crystal fabric, By Sara Robertson (2013)
Thermochromic heated Lozenge, By Lynser Calder (2013)
Thermochromic Silicone Fabric, By Katarina Vones and sara
Robertson (2013)
Changing Pattern, by Aniela Hoitnik (2014)
Chromic Colour Wheel, By Sara Roberston (2015)
Nuance of diffusion, Becca Rose (2016)

Layered Chromics
Marta Kisand
Layered chromics sample is a water and temperature
combination affected textile sample. Depending on whether
a warm (over 27 C) or cold (below 27 C) water touches the
sample, a specific color and/or pattern appears.

2017

Materials: Magenta Thermochromic Ink (27 C), Black
Thermochromic Ink (27 C), Hydrochromic Ink, Aquaplast binder,
Aquaplast blue pigment, Screen printing screen (61 T), 100%
cotton textile
Techniques: Sample pattern design, Screen printing, Heat
fixing of the print on textile
References:
2013 “Thermochromic Origami” by Isabel Cabral & A. P. Souto
2014 Water Connector by Marta Kisand, Barbro Scholz and
Esther Stühme
2014 “Changing Patterns” by Aniela Hoitink
2016 “Metamerism” by Celine Marcq

3D printing garments: seams and conductive traces
Rachel Freire
Experimentation with 3D printing to create bonded seams
between regular and printed stretch fabrics and how this can
connect to conductive traces and garments. The intention is
to eventually create 3D printed panels for pockets and traces
which can be printed in slices to create volume.
Printed on a Makerbot Rep2 as they are reasonably accessible
and can be easily modified for stretch and conductive filament.
Credit: Andreas Bastian, mesh design

2017

Materials:
powernet
TechnikTex P130 by Statex
Bemis 3415 fusing in 2mm thickness
ninjaflex semiflex
Black Magic 3D graphene PLA
Techniques:
3D printing
3D modelling
bonding
References:
Lara Grant swatch exchange 2017
Lara Grant’s How to 3D print onto fabric
A continuation of project Second Skin (swatch exchange 2016)
Second Skin: An Exploration of eTextile Stretch Circuits on the
Body

Inessential?
Beam

2017

With a rectangular piece of carbon non woven, a
microcontroller ATtiny85, with two analog inputs and 4 LED’s
a device can be made which indicates on which quadrangle of
the carbon a droplet of water has been fallen.
Over the rectangular piece of carbon non woven a voltage is
applied. In a dry state this will cause a linear fall in voltage. A
droplet will disturb this distribution and cause a local more flat
and in the surrounding area a more steep voltage difference.
By measuring at the middle left and right, and by comparing the
change variation of these two analog inputs, the quadrangle
where the droplet has fallen can be found. (Variations are: other
configurations/shapes of voltage drop or evaporation sensor of
carbon non woven.)
This swatch is a micro invention more than design.
Following the discussion of last year about production
versus personalisation this being an invention doesn’t allow
for individuality like my knitted shapes of last year (http://
etextile-summercamp.org/swatch-exchange/tiny-knittings/) did.
Baudrillard (Baudrillard, 1968, p 198) has interesting remarks
about this: “En effet, au niveau de l’objet industriel et de sa
cohérence technologique l’exigence de personnalisation ne
peut être satisfaite que dans l’inessentiel.” (Literal translation:
Indeed on the level of the industrial object and its technological
coherence the demand for personalisation can only be awarded
in the inessential.)

Materials: carbon non woven, high resistance type eg Eeonyx
50-70k and a droplet of water, which can also be a bit of copper
sheet, the flat side of a tea spoon, linen, aluminum (cheap from
the supermarket), copper sheet on adhesive paper (expensive),
Kapton adhesive tape, electric wire, 4 smd LED’s, ATtiny85
Techniques: Measuring the differential voltage distribution over
a carbon non woven
References:
I looked at the tutorial of Kobakant on cutting a soft circuit but
made the circuit with a different strategy – big surfaces, small
boundaries.
Mika also worked with the carbon non woven in the swatches
of 2016
Marta Kisand, Barbro Scholz, Esther Stühmer presented a
water sensor in the swatches 2014
Baudrillard, Jean. (1968). Le système des Objets. Gallimard.

Darned and mended
Becca Rose
I am exploring sound and movement into the worn spaces of
cloth through darning with conductive materials. Darned and
mended swatches use conductive yarns to create pressure
sensors around threadbare garments. The sensors can be
connected to an Arduino or Pure Data circuit (see below,
add pull-up/down resistors from the input if needed), and the
feedback is used to create musical or dance scores that are
based on the worn areas.

2016

Materials: Conductive yarn, worn garments, darning
mushroom, darning needle
Techniques: Loose darning
References:
I was originally inspired by mending work made by Celia
Pym and Emma Hoette, who led a Fashion and Embodiment
workshop last year. In the workshop we explored fashion
through mending garments, sharing experiences of the worn
garments, and moving with the worn garments. I was really
inspired by this workshop, and wanted to use conductive
materials to explore worn spaces further.
The swatches also build on some of the work that Emile Giles is
making at the intersection of etextiles and community practice,
and that can be seen in the Sensory Swatches she developed
in 2015. They also used conductive yarn as a pressure sensor,
similar to Liza Stark’s Rose Resistance from the 2016 swatch
book. And they explore conductive knitted techniques, building
on the work of Pauline Vierne’s Switch in Loop from 2015.

Triaxial e-textile Breadboard
Adrian Freed
Where there is a Whug there is a Way
Rectangular grids are dominant forms in electronics and
textiles. Triaxial grids have not been explored in e-textile work
so this breadboard is offered to begin these explorations.
Triaxial grids sample the plane with higher density and the
availability of whug wires as well as warp and woof simplifies
circuits by providing a natural power/ground/signal triple.

2017

Materials: Cane, copper tape
Techniques: Weaving
References: Core memory beading, triaxial textiles, basket
weaving, multitouch

